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Candidate Pro�le Low ~ Neutral ~ High Ideal Pro�le (none)

Low Score Description 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 High Score Description

Extraversion

Subdued
Modest, lack the ability of

in�uencing others, passive,
mostly prefer to support
than lead and may avoid

responsability.

Empowered
Dominant; happy to lead
and take charge; talk
others into doing things;
assertive and controlling.

Reserved
Mostly want to keep others

at a distance; rarely get
excited; reveal little about

themselves; may prefer
own company and avoid

spotlight.

Sociable
Outgoing; socially
con�dent and
participating; usually like
to talk a lot; make friends
easily.

Agreeableness

Detached
May not readily show

empathy; inwardly
focused; indifferent and

unsentimental with others’
needs and feelings.

Compassionate
Tend to a�liate with
others emotionally and
place others’ needs ahead
of their own, be
empathetic, caring and
compassionate.

Challenging
Direct and straight-

forward; comfortable with
challenging others; seek

con�ict and take
advantage of others for

their own personal gains.

Polite/Friendly
Discrete; avoid imposing
their will on others; hate
seem pushy; rarely put
people under pressure and
respect authority; careful
to maintain harmony..

Openness

Conventional
Very literal; don't get lost in
thoughts; more interested

in fact than abstract
theory; value tradition and

learn from the past;
respect the status quo.

Inquisitive
Imaginative; look beyond
the obvious; think outside
the square; may dismiss
conventional ideas.

Ignorant
Have di�culty

understanding abstract
ideas; avoid di�cult ideas

and discussions; learn
slowly.

Intellectual
Value experimentation;
open to change; has an
objective and abstract
understanding of new
topics and ideas; can
combine a large amount of
information; often enjoy
solving complex and
intellectually demanding
problems.
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Conscientiousness

Relaxed
Feel relaxed; may �nd

di�cult to concentrate to
work; mostly be tolerant
for distractions; able to

separate work and
personal life.

Diligent
Ambitious; hard-driving;
mostly know what to do
and show care in their
duties; may �nd it di�cult
to relax.

Unstructured
Less dependent on rules

and scheduled plans; may
cut corners if 'the end

justi�es the means'; dislike
routine; may not be

bothered by disorder.

Orderly
Dependent on rules, like
routine and order, want to
follow tight schedules.

Neuroticism

Composed
Emotionally stable and

steady; rarely irritated and
angered; calm and

balanced; high control over
emotional impulses.

Sensitive
Emotionally sensitive and
unpredictable; feels
emotional lability; mostly
irritated or angered;
actively seek to eliminate
perceived threats.

Con�dent
Self-assured; rarely

persistent on mistakes
and depressed; may be

overly con�dent.

Apprehensive
Always worried and feel
threatened easily; be prone
to be self-critical; may be
de�cient in self-con�dence
and persistent on past
mistakes.
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